are

your extended
storytelling platform

Who we are?
ARe is an innovative, 21st century marketing-communication tool that
offers a new way of exploration to users.The application allows users to access
the 3D models of the brand’s latest collection or extra content related to the
product anywhere, which opens a completely new world to them compared to
traditional printed carriers (billboards, brochures, flyers, etc.). With the help of
augmented reality, we can bring to life what has been static until now. By projecting virtual elements to the physical environment, the ARe application offers
a completely unique display and exciting user experience.
Extend your brand experience with the help of AR and increase your customers’ time spent consuming content and their commitment to your brand at the
same time! With its outstanding click-through and conversion rates, the ARe
application is one of the most effective marketing communication channels
available today, offering a new dimension of connecting with your customers.
It only takes a click and your brand comes to life!

Why choose us?

The advantages of ARe
”wow” experience
unique UX, conveying information in an exciting, experience-like
manner, anywhere and anytime
outstanding screen time
long time spent consuming content, high engagement
high click-through and conversion rate
an outstanding tool in sales promotion

7×
higher

71%

CTR

user-friendly
it only takes a smartphone, anyone can use it who has ever taken
a photo with a mobile phone before
accurate and detailed data
it provides accurate and detailed data about user behavior
(All data are anonymous! We don’t request or store any personal
data!)

Where can it be used?

Product visualization

Augmentation of

online store extension

product packaging

Printed materials
invitations, flyers,
catalogs, etc.

Indoor
product placement
POS campaigns

You can augment your
traditional content with
Live web content: 3D models
Audiovisual content
Activity, interaction
Promotion: games, prize games, coupons
Online store extension, sales promotion

Recommended functions

Place it!

Scan it!

―

―

Integrate ARe into your online store
with a single button!

Make your traditional communication
materials scannable!

1. Super-realistic 360° 3D visualization of the existing
sneaker

1. POS – providing extra content to those interested in
reseller stores via 2D surfaces (posters, leaflets, etc.)
or via scanning 3D products

2. Visualization of custom designer products or drop
sneakers – novelties yet to be launched

2. Shoe box – augmenting the brand experience with
storytelling, increasing commitment and loyalty to the
brand after purchasing

We recommend it if
You’d like to mesmerize your customers and show them your products with the help of a super photorealistic 3D model available
in a 360° panorama view, anywhere and anytime
You’d like to reach your customers’ stimulus threshold playfully, by
innovatively augmenting your traditional communication platforms
You’d like to capture and maintain your customers’ attention and
build a personal connection between the brand and its customers
through storytelling (to tell them about the transparent operation
of the brand: share the brand’s story, the origin of your products
and the circumstances of manufacturing)
You’d like to gain a significant competitive advantage with a reasonable budget through a forward-looking marketing communication solution and sales channel

ARe Journey –
How does it work?
1.

2.

3.

The 3D model is created
and/or the chosen communication platform becomes
scannable based on the
product photos.

The content wished to be
displayed is uploaded into
the application.

At this point, ARe can
be integrated into your
marketing communication
campaign.

ARe Journey –
How does it work?
4.

5.

After downloading the app,
the products and content
come to life.

An accurate and detailed
report is prepared about your
users’ preferences and content
consumption habits.

Want to get to know us better?
Explore the super photorealistic 3D models of Gabriella Veszprémi's extravagant shoes or Alma Vetlényi’s latest zero-waste
collection with the help of ARe!
Could augmented reality save the fashion industry? Could AR
provide the solution for increasing sales and sustainability during a pandemic?
Why is it worth to integrate AR into your business strategy? Check
out the numbers here!
It’s time to turn your passive user interactions into an active
experience shared with your users! Learn more about product
packaging augmentation in our blog entry!
Read the interview with our founder Udeme Etentuk about the
ARe application and the future of augmented reality!

